3rd Live EC meeting

Belgrade, Serbia

16-17th of July, 2016

Present: Masha, Milan, Julian, Vahid, Petra, Kaca
Excused: Kate

The meeting started with an energizer and personal updates

*finances, future projects*

The EC talked about the future projects, one of them "Digitised security: How to read the surveillance discourse and fight it!" will be held in April 2017 in Sarajevo. We plan to work on co-funding and maybe search for an external trainer for the prepteam. The prepteam will be chosen upon open call before the end of the year.

Another project is a Study Session in Budapest - Think global, learn international, act local. The general idea behind the project role of the international youth work and how it is beneficial for the local level. Aiming to explore the level of political work, how to evaluate educational impact of the events; evaluate capacity of international events in general. How did this change with time? What was NFE 10 years and what it is now? What is the learning potential of our participants, how we estimate and respond to their needs? Are we reaching the full potential? Does what we are doing make sense and how to improve it? Participants will be people who organise events, representatives of other Youth NGOs. Call for the prepteam will be published in september

We also talked about the rejected project. It's a project that we applied for Erasmus + with the focus on Gender. we will think how to proceed whith this and what to change in the application for future.

We are planning to conduct couple of events in RUMB (Russia, Ukraine, Moldova, Belarus). We plan to be present on different evets in Ukraine and probably support our MO - Green Generation Belarus in organizing international activity.

CDN Alternative Urbanization working group is planning to apply for an Annual Working Plan. This project would include one international activity and another activities planned by the Working Group.

We are also planning to apply to another fund NED with a project concerning media and capacity building, possibly CDN infrastructure improvements;

After this the EC and office talked about the working groups and shared the best practices.

The Migration, Digital x and Alternative Urbanization Working Groups are very active, have many new members and plan to do more activities in the future.

We also talked about our MOs and thought what are the needs of the MOs and how can we raise their capacities?

We decided to think of some online capacity building event for our MOs.

Sometimes in October/November this will be organized.

Activities that are coming up:
- SV Kosovo by Petra and Milan.

- SV Azerbaijan - By Masha and Kaca. Visiting MIL Network, Green Az and Azeri YG

**External partners**

**FYEG**

We debriefed the expectations towards the summer camp. And prepared for the EC/EC meeting. We want FYEG to help us with organizing meeting for two of our working groups - Migration and Digital x, as well as maybe some recommendations about webinar organizing, any event that we would plan together next year and Caucasus Regional Meeting 2016. Also we want to share information with them regarding our study session in January and ask for some tips about erasmus +.

**GEF**

We discussed about GEF, their focus group and events. We are thinking how to make members of our MOs participate more in them [http://gef.eu/events](http://gef.eu/events).

**Alternative medias**

We have created Vkontakte (), Instagram () and Diaspora () accounts. Although we are struggling with finding enough human resources to manage them.

**Timeline planning - rest of the year.**

**Call for Network Coordinator will be published in beginning of October. Julian and Milan are in Charge of this.**

Teams for Logo and Political platform changing are soon to be chosen.

After this the EC and Secretariat were divided in smaller groups to work on concrete tasks.

The End